IMDb Announces the Most Anticipated Movies and Series of 2022

The Batman *is the most anticipated movie of 2022 among IMDb fans*

House of the Dragon *is the most anticipated new series, and fans eagerly await the return of Ted Lasso, based on IMDbPro data on IMDb page views*

SEATTLE—December 15, 2021—IMDb (www.imdb.com), the world’s most popular and authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows, and celebrities, today unveiled the most anticipated movies of 2022, as well as the most anticipated new and returning series of 2022. Rather than base its annual rankings on small statistical samplings or reviews from professional critics, IMDb determines its list of the most anticipated titles by the actual page views of the more than 200 million monthly visitors to IMDb. This exclusive and definitive data is derived from the IMDbPro movie and TV rankings, which are updated weekly throughout the year.

**IMDb Most Anticipated Movies of 2022***

1.  *The Batman*
2.  *Scream*
3.  *Thor: Love and Thunder*
4.  *Top Gun: Maverick*
5.  *Killers of the Flower Moon*
6.  *Jurassic World: Dominion*
7.  *Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness*
8.  *Mission: Impossible 7*
9.  *Uncharted*
10.  *The Flash*

*Among the movies with planned releases in 2022, these 10 were consistently the most popular with IMDb users, as determined by the actual page views of the more than 200 million monthly visitors to IMDb worldwide in 2021. This exclusive data is derived from the IMDbPro movie rankings, which are updated weekly throughout the year. IMDb users can add these and other titles to their IMDb Watchlist, and get alerts when they become available.*

**IMDb Most Anticipated New Series of 2022***

1.  *House of the Dragon*
2.  *The Lord of the Rings*
3.  *Pam & Tommy*
4.  *The Sandman*
5.  *The Last of Us*
6.  *Obi-Wan Kenobi*
7.  *She-Hulk*
8.  *Ms. Marvel*
9.  *Peacemaker*
10.  *Moon Knight*

*The 10 new TV shows and limited series that will premiere in 2022 and consistently ranked highest on the IMDbPro proprietary weekly TV rankings throughout 2021. IMDbPro rankings are based on the actual page views of the more than 200 million monthly visitors to IMDb worldwide. IMDb users can add these and other titles to their IMDb Watchlist, and get alerts when they become available.*

**IMDb Most Anticipated Returning Series of 2022***

1.  *Ted Lasso*
2.  *Bridgerton*
3.  *American Horror Story*
4.  *Peaky Blinders*
5.  *The Mandalorian*
6. *Shadow and Bone*
7. *Stranger Things*
8. *Rick and Morty*
9. *The Crown*
10. *The Boys*

*The 10 series that will return with a new season in 2022 and consistently ranked highest on the IMDbPro proprietary weekly TV rankings throughout 2021. IMDbPro rankings are based on the actual page views of the more than 200 million monthly visitors to IMDb worldwide. IMDb users can add these and other titles to their IMDb Watchlist, and get alerts when they become available.*

“With so many great movies and series coming our way in 2022, fans can rely on IMDb to help them discover and decide what to watch,” said Nikki Santoro, IMDb chief operating officer. “Bats (*The Batman*), dragons (*House of the Dragon*), and Richmond greyhounds (*Ted Lasso*) have a stronghold on IMDb fans who are eagerly anticipating new installments of their favorite franchises. IMDb makes it easy to keep track of every upcoming movie and TV show with our personalized Watchlist feature, and IMDb Streaming Guides and Editorial Picks provide a simple way for users to explore content on leading streaming services, including Prime Video, Netflix, Disney+, HBO Max, Apple TV+, and IMDb TV.”

Additional insight into trending movies, TV shows, and celebrities, with rankings updated weekly, is available to IMDbPro members throughout the year on both the site and apps for iPhone, iPad, and Android. IMDbPro includes comprehensive information and tools designed to help entertainment industry professionals achieve success throughout all stages of their career. IMDbPro offers members the following: detailed contact and representation information; more than 25,000 in-development film and TV titles not available on IMDb; tools to manage and showcase their IMDb profile, including selecting their primary images and the credits they are best “known for;” IMDbPro Track, which allows members to receive personalized entertainment industry news and updates on the people and film and TV projects they want to follow; and a convenient tool that generates custom digital assets to promote their work on social media and other platforms. The IMDbPro Discover tool empowers members to search for entertainment industry professionals based on a variety of key data, experience, and expertise, including credit details, representation, and awards received.

With more than 25 new search filters and more than 11 million professional name pages, IMDbPro Discover was created for established industry decision-makers, including casting directors, producers, directors, showrunners, and department heads. IMDbPro Discover includes advanced features to customize, export, and share dynamic lists. To become a member today, visit www.imdbpro.com.

**About IMDb**

IMDb is the world’s most popular and authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows, and celebrities. Products and services to help fans decide what to watch and where to watch it include: the IMDb website for desktop and mobile devices; apps for iOS and Android; and X-Ray on Prime Video. IMDb also offers a free streaming channel, IMDb TV, and produces IMDb original video series and podcasts. For entertainment industry professionals, IMDb provides IMDbPro and Box Office Mojo. IMDb licenses information from its vast and authoritative database to third-party businesses worldwide; learn more at developer.imdb.com. IMDb is an Amazon company. For more information, visit imbd.com/press and follow @IMDb.
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